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ABSTRACT 

In order to obtain a nearly uniform light distribution over a tumor area for photodynamic 
treatment in the oral area, the following light delivery method is studied. 
An isotropie light souree is positioned in a hollow mould that makes a perfect fit with the 
irradiation area. It is a closed system with only a small hole for entering the isotropie light 

source. The wall of the mould (1-2 mm thick) is made of a high diffuse-reflecting material 

and thus multiple reflections occur inside the mould. This has an integrating effect and will 
lead to a more uniform light distribution than with direct irradiation of the tumor area. 

Plexiglas (PMMA) holding high-reflective particles is used as a reflecting material for the 

mould. Several high-reflective particles are investigated: barium sulfate, titanium oxide and 

calcium carbonate. The barium sulfate gave the best results. 
The radiosity method, a computational method from the field of computer graphics is used 

to compute light distributions of three elementary geometries: a box, a cylinder and a 
sphere. Experiments were also performed on these elementary shapes and also a 

measurement was clone on a shape that fits in the mouth and thus has clinical relevancy: 
a half-sphere. The results for the uniformity of the light distributions are in the clinical 
acceptable range they have a uniformity ratio (maximum/minimum irradiance) of 

1.17 (box), 1.3 (sphere) and 1.2 (half-sphere). The uniformity ratio of 1.68 for the cylinder is 
not acceptable. 

The light distribution of the stuclied integrating moulds depends on the reflection 

coefficient of the mould and the direct incidence: when the reflection coefficient is 

increased the light distribution will become more uniform, and when the direct incidence is 
made more uniform the light distribution will also become more uniform. 
The method seems useful for photodynamic treatment of the oral area. 
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List of Medica! Terms (mainly used in chapters 1 and 2) 

Artery: Blood vessel conveying blood in the direction away from the heart. 

Benign : non-malignant 

Carcinoma: Any of the various types of maligant neoplasm derived from the epithelial 

tissue in seversl sites, occuring more frequently in the skin and large intestine in 

both sexes, the bronchi and prostate in gland men, and the breast and cervix in 

wo man. 

Endobroncial: within the bronchial tubes. 

Interstitial: relating to spaces within a tissue or organ. 

Intravenously: within a vein. 

In situ: in position. 

In vivo: intheliving body. 

Malignant: In reference to a neoplasm, having the property of locally invasive and 

destructive growth and metastasis; cancer. 

Multifocal: relating to or arising from many foei. 

Necrosis: pathologie death of one or more cells. 

Neoplasm: New growth; tumor, can be malignant* or benign*. 

Neoplasmatic: Pertaining to or characterized by neoplasia, or containing a neoplasm*. 

Oesophagus: the gullet 

Oral: Relating to the mouth. 

Peritoneum: it lines the abdominal cavity and covers most of the intemal organs 

contained within. 

Rectum: terminal portion of the digestive tube. 

Superficial: Pertaining to or situated near the surface. 



1. THE PROJECT 

Introduetion 

Eneauraging clinical trials have emphasized the applicability of photodynamic therapy 
(PDT) for the treatment of malignant* tumors. As a treatment to be used alone or in 

combination with more established methods like surgery (Allerdice et al. '93). 

For this study the interest lies in creating a uniform light distribution on the surface of a 

cavity for treatment with PDT. We are interested especially in superficial* carcinoma in the 

oral* cavity. 

The oral cavity is a very promising area for PDT. In figure 1.1 an example of a treatment 
area is indicated. Therapeutic light can be easily guided to the treatment area using fibers. 
On the other hand, creating a uniform light distribution on a surface with such a geometry 
is difficult. 

eh eek 

carcinoma 

throat entry 

jaw 

Figure 1.1 The mouth. As an 

example is indicated on the 

left an area of carcinoma 

that needs treatment. 

The light delivery systems that were already in use for PDT did not perform satisfactory in 

the oral area. A demand for a new light delivery system, capable of creating a more 
uniform light distribution was made. A system that should also be easy and convenient in 
its use (for example: not too many fibers going into the mouth), easy to position and keep 
in place and it should not be too vulnerable. 

This study concerns the investigation of the possibilities of an alternative irradiation 
method. Furthermore, a computational method which is used in building engineering and 

computer graphics - the radiosity method -is introduced for computing light distributions. 
This method might be used in the future for light dosimetry for PDT in the oral area. 

The alternative irradiation method is introduced in the next section. 

* A list of medica! terms given on the left page will be of help to the reader with a non-medical 

background. Lisled terms are indicated in the text with an asterix *. 
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An alternative irradiation method 

Assume a surface enelosing a light souree as depicted in figure 1.2. The surface has no 

openings other than a small hole for inserting a laser fiber with an isotropie diffusor 

mounted on the end, resembling a point source. 

In the following this surface will be referred to as the enelosure. The enelosure is 

manufactured in such a way that it makes a perfect fit with the treatment area. The 

enelosure-wan consists of a material that is high and diffuse-reflecting. 

mould 

fiber with 
isotropie 
diffusor 

carcinoma 

Figure 1.2 An example of a mould that 

could be used for PDT in the mouth. 

Due to the high reflection coefficient multiple reflections take place. The higher the 

reflection coefficient, the more inter-reflections will occur and it is believed that the 

incoming light will then be better distributed over the inner-surface area and a nearly 

uniform light distribution is obtained. 

When a uniform light distribution on the inside of the enelosure is achieved it will also be 

uniform on the outside. Therefore the main query for this report is formulated as: 

How uniform is the light distribution at the surface of a high diffuse-reflecting 
enelosure of an arbitrary shape endosing an isotropie light source? 

A first step in answering this question is made in chapter 4, where computations are 

performed on three elementary enelosures: a box, a cylinder and a sphere. 

In chapter 5 the performance of these geometries is investigated in actually built models. 

Also the performance of half a sphere is examined. This configuration might be useful for 

future experiments in vivo*. 

Conelusions and discussion of the work are presented in chapter 6. 

Before descrihing the radiosity method used for computing light distributions (chapter 3) 

first some background information is given on the subjects PDT and light delivery systems. 
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2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON PDT AND 

LIGHT DELIVERY SYSTEMS 

2.1 Photodynamic Therapy 

Essential elements for PDT are light and a light sensitive molecule, a photosensitizer. The 

photosensitizer can be applied to the body in several ways, for instanee intravenously*, 

then it spreads through the entire body. Two properties of the sensitizer are characteristic: 

1. At a certain time after applying the photosensitizer, the concentration of 

the sensitizer in tumor tissue is higher than in healthy tissue. Most likely 

this is due to a better clearance of the sensitizer from healthy cells. 

2. When a photosensitizer is irradiated with light of a specific wavelength a 

destruclive chemica! reaction is started. 

The first property allows application of the photosensitizer to the body without knowing 
the location of the malignant tissue exactly. The different properties of tumor and healthy 

tissue will ensure that a higher sensitizer concentration in the tumor cells is obtained. 
When irradiation of the tumor area follows with light of a proper wavelength, at the 

moment that maximum concentration of photosensitizer in the tumor cells is reached, the 

result will be specific local cell damage. 

The aim of light delivery for PDT is to produce a uniform light distribution over the 

affected area with an irradiance (see table 3.1) high enough to excite the sensitizer in the 

tumor but low enough to keep healthy cells intact. 

In order to apply the ideallight dose, knowledge of the optical properties like scattering 

and absorption of the tissue is very important, because they determine the actuallight dose 

reaching the tumor cells. The possibility of treating malignant tissue is restricted to the 
superficial part of tissue. The necrosis* depth as calculated by Grossweiner is of the order 

of a few millimeters when light of 630 nm and a dose of 100 - 300 J I cm 2 is used on the 

photosensitizer Photofrin Il. (Grossweiner '91) 

Optical properties vary from patient to patient and between the different tissues. Also a 

change in optical properties can be caused by the irradiation itself and is a reason to 

perform light dosimetry in situ* during the treatment (Marijnissen et al.'92). 

Cavities other than the oral cavity where PDT is performed and investigated are e.g. the 

bladder, multifocal* cancer, (Marijnissen et al.'93); lungs, endobronchial* obstructive cancer, 

(Marijnissen et al.'93); the oesophagus* (Panjehpour et al.'92); the rectum*, the stomach, the 

peritoneum* (Tochner et al.'91) and by pushing healthy tissue aside a cavity can be made 

artificially in the brain (Wilson et al. '86). With light delivery in cavities (for instanee the 
bladder) one has to account for internal reflections which are an essential contribution to 

the light dose (Marijnissen et al. '87). 
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The currently most used photosensitizer is HaematoPorhyrin Derivate (HPD), Photofrin I® 

or Photofrin u®. Other chemieals that are stuclied for the reason of better clearance or 

better tumor selectivity are ALA (5-AminoLevulnic Acid, a precursor of the sensitizer 

protoporphyrin IX, PpiX), mTHPC (meso-TetraHydroxyPhenyl Chlorin) and BPD-MA 

(BenzoPorphyrin Derative-Monoacid ring A). 

The tumor selectivity of the photosensitizer is an important factor in defining a 

criterium for the uniformity of the light distribution over the treatment area 

Concerning the clearance of new sensitizers typical half-times are less than 24 hours. This is 
an advantage over HPD which has a much longer half-time so that the patient has to be 

shielded against sunlight (which can also start the destructive chemical reaction in the skin) 

for several weeks to several months (Dougherty et al.'90}. 

The sensitizers can be administered in various ways, for instance, by injection in the tumor 

area (intra-tumorally, i.t.) and by injection in a blood vessel (intravenously, i.v.). An 

advantage of ALA is that it can also be administered topically on the skin and orally. 

2.2 Light delivery systems 

In designing and constructinga light delivery system one should consider that the intensity 

of the light having a point souree as origin, is proportional to 1/r2 . 

This inverse square relationship is a major difficulty in trying to irradiate a non-spherkal 
surface uniformly with a point source. Assume for instanee a box with equal sides that is 

irradiated from the inside by a centered point source. The irradiance (Wm-2) has a 

maximum in the center of the box-sides. In the corners the irradiance is one third of that 
value using the inverse square relationship only. 

Allardice et al. introduced the term uniformity ratio (UR) and defined it as the maximum 

irradiance (or power density) divided by the minimum irradiance observed in the 
irradiated area. 

Uniformity Ratio (UR) = 
maximum irradiance 
minimum irradiance 

(2.1) 

The UR is used as a criterium to characterize the performance of a light delivery system. 
A UR of unity denotes a uniform light distribution. 
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Four methods of light delivery can be distinguished: 

1. Special fiber tips 

2. Moving the souree 

3. U se of Intralipid®, a light scattering fluid 

4. Use of a reflective material for creating an integrating sphere effect 

1. Special fiber tips 

Point sources, or isotropie light sources, can be manufactured by fitting a small bulb of 

scattering material to an optical fiber. Different materials for the scattering bulb have been 

used with different results for the isotropicity. We mention the authors: Henderson '90, 

Nseyo et al.'85 (Photofrin Medical, Inc., Model B, isotropie within ±15 %), Benson '86 (fiber 

with polycarbonate bulbon the fiber tip, isotropie within ±25 %), Marijnissen et al.'87 

(Arnite bulb, isotropie within ±10%). Alsoother fiber tips are used, like cylindrical fibers 

for interstitial* PDT and endobronchial therapy (Marijnissen et al. '93), fiber tips polished to 

diverge the beam: microlens tipped, converging focusing lenses, etcetera. Laser fibers with 

a special tip have shown to be a indispensable optical accessory in PDT treatments. 

Mormier et al. used a light diffusing cylinder of transparent elastomer with titanium oxide 

particles (Monnier et al. '90). Titanium oxide is also used in the present study (section 5). 

2. Moving the souree 

Another method to deliver a uniform light dose to an area, is irradiation of that surface in 

parts. This can be done by moving the fiber: Hisazumi et al. developed a motor-driven 

device for wall bladder PDT, depicted in figure 2.1 (Hisazumi et al.'84). The irradiation can 

also be done discontinuously, by applying an amount of light with a device that can give a 

uniform distribution on a limited area, and then moving the device to an adjacent area and 

repeating the procedure. 

Figure 2.1 Hisazumi's motor-driven laser light scattering optie. 

Left: the special tip of the device reflects light incident from the right, so that a small ring of the bladder 

wallis irradiated. Right: a diagram of the bladder that is irradiated by moving the optie from left to right. 
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3. Intralipid, a light scattering fluid 

Experimental PDT on the bladder wall has been performed with the use of light scattering 

emulsions like Intralipid. The bladder filled with the light scattering medium is expected to 

have a more uniform irradiation than with direct irradiation. With a flat cut fiber was 

shown that this is true (Jocham et al.'84). Star et al. showed that when moving an isotropie 

light souree out from the center, the change in fluence on the bladderwallis twice as large 

when Intralipid is used insteadof water. They state that the use of a light scattering 

medium may not be advantageous in obtaining a uniform light dis tribution over the 

bladder wall (when using an isotropie light source) (Star et al. '87). 

Allerdice et al. report on the use of Intralipid in their Adjunctive Intraoperative 

Photodynamic Therapy (irradiation of a large surface area of tumor bed after surgieal 

resection) (Allerdice et al. '93). The device is depicted in figure 2.2. 

Measurement position 

x 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 UR 

10 261 133 41 20 11.6 5 2.5 0.8 0.3 0 

20 58.5 49.5 37.2 29.7 24.4 14.1 7.2 2.8 1.8 0.3 195 

30 18.5 17.6 19.0 22.5 31.5 26.4 16.1 7.5 5.7 2.3 8.04 10 

40 6.2 5.9 6.9 10.7 21.3 30.6 26.9 17.4 14.9 6.8 5.19 

50 1.7 1.6 2.0 4.0 10.4 20.4 28.1 29.2 34.0 19.4 21.3 

60 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.9 3.9 9.5 17.9 26.6 61.4 49.7 497 

70 0.2 0.6 0.7 0.4 1.0 3.4 7.3 15.4 61.7 115 575 • ·,w 80 0.5 0.8 1.0 1.0 0.4 0.4 1.5 4.0 15.9 130 260 

2 

Table 2.1 Power density in the points indicated in figure 2.2. 
x = distance in mm of the fiber tip to end of the bulb. 
UR = Uniformity Ratio = Maximum I Minimum 

Figure 2.2 Abdomino-perineallight 
delivery system by Allerdice et al. '93. 
A Pyrex glass bulb containing 0.25 % 
Intralipid. The system is depicted at 
approximately full size. 

The uniformity ratio is very high for this device (the lowest ratio is 5.19) and it does not 

seem to be worthwhile to use it for PDT, by moving the fiber the uniformity ratio could be 

decreased and an acceptable light distribution resulted. 
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4. Reflective material and integrating sphere effect 

With the use of high reflective materials with a low absorption in the light delivery system, 

the energy losses will be minimized. Furthermore, an integrating sphere effect can be 

created. Allerdice et al. state that any integrating sphere effect within the target zone will 

mean that the point of light delivery can be less accurate to achieve an equally good light 

distribution. (Allerdice et al. '93). They report on a device for irradiating a circular flat 

surface, there a uniformity ratio of 1.22 was achieved. 

The methods 1 to 3 of above did not seem useful for PDT in the oral area. 

The point Allerdice et al. are making is that the light distribution will not get worse 

when an inlegrating sphere effect is created. In their report it is stated that light 

distributions improve, i.e. become more uniform, when using an inlegrating sphere 

effect. 

2. background on POT and light delivery systems 7 



3. THEORY OF LIGHT TRANSPORT BETWEEN SURFACES 
THE RADIOSITY METHOD 

In this chapter first the theory of light that is reflected or ernitted by Lambertian surfaces is 

presented. The units that are commonly used are explained, and the relation between 
them is discussed. Next, the situation is presented of more than two, but a finite number of 

light interacting surfaces, and in that context the main subject of this chapter the radiosity 

method is introduced. This method is used in chapter 4 to compute the light distribution 

on the surface of several enclosures. 

The last part of this chapter concerns the computation of configuration factors which is 

the most difficult and time consuming part of the radiosity numerical program. 

3.1 Basic radiometric quantities 

The most elementary radiometric quantities are energy and power. The involved power 
quantities can bedefinedas power incident on or exiting from a specified surface, some per 
element of solid angle. The quantities irradiance and radiosity (which are introduced in 
sectien 3.3) will be used frequently in this report. Figure 3.2 on page 11 shows some 
quantities in the situation in which one surface irradiates another. 

Term Symbol Units 

Radiant Energy Q J Goule) 

Radiant Power p J-s-1 = W (watt) 

Radiosity b W·m-2 

Irradiance E W·m-2 

Radiant Intensity I W· sr-1 

Radiance L W· sr-1 m-2 

Term Description 

Radiant Energy (light) the amount of energy emitted by the source. 

Radiant Power (luminous flux) the radiant energy per unit time. 

Radiosity (luminosity) 

Irradiance (illumination) 

Radiant Intensity (intensity) 

Radiance (luminance) 

the exiting radiant power of the souree per surface element of the source. 

the incident radiant power of the souree per surface element of the receiver. 

the radiant power of the souree per element of solid angle 

with apex on the source. 

the radiant intensity per surface element of the source. 

Table 3.1 Basic radiometric quantities, symbol and units (Whyzecki '91). Between brackets are the 

termsas used in photometry (Moon '61). 

3. Theory of light transport between surfaces 9 



3.2 Lambertian surfaces 

A surface can reflect light in many different ways. The two extremes are Lambertian 

reflection versus specular reflection. When a photon hits a specular surface i.e. a rnirror, 

the direction of the reflected photon is known, the angle of incidence equals the angle of 

reflection. 
For a Lambertian surface this is not so. A photon can be reflected in any direction, though 

a description of the light distribution of many photons can be given. The radiant intensity 

in direction withanglee with respect to the surface normal, satisfies equation (3.1). This is 

presented graphically in figure 3.1. 

A surface can also be a Lambertian ernitter. The equations (3.1-3.3) arealso valid for light 

ernitted by a Lambertian ernitter. A Lambertian surface is defined as being a Lambertian 

reflector as wellas a Lambertian ernitter. 

I= Ia cosO (3.1) 

/ 0 : radiant intensity at e = 0. e : angle of direction with the normal of the surf ace. 

Ia is related to the radiance L as: 

la= LA (3.2) 

L: radiance. A: area of the reflecting surface. 

Integrating the radiant intensity I over allangles (section 8.1.1) an expression for Lis 

found, that relates L to the total amount of reflected energy per surface element b,. The 

quantity b, radiosity, will be introduced in section 3.3. 

b• 
L=

n 

L: radiance. b•: reflected and/or emitted part of the radiosity. 

The property, L =constant, is typical fora Lambertian reflector. Usually L = L( 8). 

Figure 3.1 The intensity I 

is a function of the angle e. 
The eosine dependency 

is depicted in the figure on 

the right. 
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3.3 Radiosity 

In the following sections the quantity radiosity plays an important role. Radiosity is the 
total radiant power per surface element leaving a surface (Wm-2). Not only reflection br 
contributes to the radiosity, also emission be caused by e.g. thermal heating is included. 
The total reflection depends on the incoming light, irradiance E, and the reflection 
coefficient pof the surface. Written as an equation: 

b = be + br = e + p E 

b: radiosity. e: emitted radiation p: reflection coefficient. E: irradiance. 
he: emitted part of radiosity. br: reflected part of radiosity. 

This defines be and the term br used in (3.2). 

he= e ; br = pE 

These equations are valid for Lambertian surfaces only. 

3.4 Surface-to-surface radiant power transfer 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

Between two different infinitesimal surfaces, whereas dA1 is a light souree (reflected or 
emitted light), the following relationship exists for the differential power d2P transferred to 
dA2(see section 8.1.2). The surfacesneed not be Lambertian surfaces, soL= L( 81). 

d2P= L(fh) cos8)dA1~os(Î).dA2 
r 

(3.6) 

P: radiant power. L: radiance. (J : angle of r with the normal of the surface. 

dA: infinitesimal surface. r: di stance between the centers of the two surfaces. 

The equation contains two cosines. The cos lh originates from the relative orientation of the 
source, surface dA1 tor. The effective receiving surface relative tor provides the other 
eosine. 

Figure 3.2 Surface-to-surface radiant 

power transfer. Also the terros of 

equation (3.6) are indicated. 

3. Theory of light transport between surfaces 11 



The total power received by surface A2 requires solving a 2-dimensional integral, which is 
a summation of the contribution of all the infinitesimal surfaces of A1 and A3. Note that this 
is a 4-dimensional integral when written in linear coordinate variables. 

pl2 = J J u_e,) cos~;~s(h dA,dA2 

Al A2 

P12: radiant power transferred from A2 toA 1. e: angle of r with the normal of the surface. 

L: radiance. dA: infinitesimal surface. r : di stance between the two surfaces dA 1 and dA3. 

3.5 The radiosity metbod 

(3.7) 

The computational methad that is used to investigate the stated problem of light in an 

enclosure, is named the radiosity method. This paragraph will introduce the fundamentals 

of this method. 

The radiosity methad was developed in the field of Computer Graphics and was 

introduced by Goral et al. in 1984 to produce realistic lighting models. In modeHing 

interior housing scenes the methad was successfully applied. The algorithm is basedon 

energy transportand conservation principlesas are used in thermal-engineering models 

for emission and reflection of radiation. The theoretica! basis was developed in the fifties 

(read Hottel '67). 

A more common methad to compute the light distribution in a Computer Graphics scene, 

is ray-tracing, where rays are foliowed from one point to another keeping hold of the 

radiant energy deposit. This is done for one viewpoint in particular, i.e. the viewpoint of 

the person looking at the computer monitor. When using the radiosity methad the 

computed surface intensities are independent of the observers position and can thus be 

used for dynamic sequences, i.e. changing view points or rotating scenes. 

This was not the reason for choosing the radiosity methad for this study. The aspect of 

energy transfer from surface-to-surface was a reason to prefer this methad over a point-ta

point ray-tracing approach. Another reason for not choosing for ray-tracing is that it is 

generally much more time-consuming. 

The radiosity methad requires the environment to be divided into a finite number of 
discrete patches (surface elements). The patches are assumed to be Lambertian surfaces. 

For each patch its radiosity will be related to the radiosity of all other patches (eq. (3.12)). 
Befare handling this a definition of a factor which coneernes the radiant power transfer 
from patch i to patch j, the contiguration factor F1j, is introduced. 

Transferred Radiant Power from patch i to j _ Pi; 
Fij = Total Radiant Power from patch i - b;A; (3.8) 

F: configuration factor. Py: radiant powertransferred from ito j. b;: radiosity of patch i. A;: area of patch i. 
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The configuration factor depends on the shape, size and orientation of the patches i and j. 
An expression for Fu of Lambertian surfaces, see equation (3.3), can be deduced from 
equation (3.7). 

(3.9) 

It is easy to see that the contiguration factors Fij and Fji relate as: 

(3.10) 

Now we will relate the radiosity of the individual patches to eachother. Using equation 

(3.4) we can find arelation between the radiosity of a patch i and the power transferred to 

patch i by patch j, Pji . The emission term is used in interior housing modeHing to define 
pathes as light sources, for instanee TL-armatures. 

b · - e · +& ~ ( P .. ) 
I - I A· ..t.., )I 

1 I 5,j'5,n 
(3.11) 

b: radiosity. e: emitted radiation . p: reflection coefficient. 

Pfi: radiant power transferred from j to i. n: number of surfaces. 

Then, using (3.9) and (3.10) the relation between radiosities is found. This is the main 
equation of the radiosity method. The equation is envisioned in figure 3.3. 

b: radiosity. e: emitted radiation. p: reflection coefficient. 

F: configuration factor. n: number of surfaces. 

Figure 3.3 Radiosity of a patch i is the sum of 

the reflected light (p times the radiosities from 

all other patches) plus the emitted radiation 

(Wm-2) from the patch itself. 

(3.12) 

radiosity bi 

~ 

Patch i 
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On the use of the emission term in modeHing a light source, a remark in the context of this 

report can be made. In the computations described in this report point sourees are used 

and it is not possible to construct a point souree using flat patches (flat patches are not 

essential for the radiosity method, Baranoski '92). This was solved by replacing the light 

emitted by the point souree with emitted radiation from the patches in the scene, i.e. the 

enclosure. The amount of emission equals amount of light that would be reflected by the 

patch when it was irradiated by a point source. 

Of an environment consisting of n patches, a set of n equations can be formed. Consicler

ing the bi 'sas n componentsof a vectorband theei's as componentsof a vector e, a 

matrix equation is obtained. Note that the matrix is of size n x n. 

(I- pF) b = e (3.13) 

1: unit matrix. F: configuration factor matrix. 

b: radiosity vector. e: emission vector. p: reflection coefficient. 

Any standard numerical matrix solution method can be used to derive the resulting 

radiosities, bi. In the computations that will be presented in chapter 3, an iterative solution 

method is used (section 3.1). 

One can reduce the number of equations by, of course, reducing the number of patches. 

Patches can betaken together and the configuration factorscan be summed up with the 

following rule, where k denotes the sub-patches that are summed up to patch i. 

F· - -
1
- "" AkFkg· IJ- Aj L. 

k E Äj 

(3.14) 

Because the light distribution over each patch is defined to be uniform, reducing the 

number of patches has the disadvantage that the spatial resolution of the light distribution 

diminishes . 

Furthermore, in an enelosure all the configuration factors for an arbitrary patch i should 

add up to unity, equation (3.15). This refers to conservation of energy: all the energy that is 

sent out by a patch equals the energy totally received by all other patches. 
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3.6 The computation of configuration factors 

There are several numerical methods to compute configuration factors. A good overview 

of these methods is given by Emery et al. (Emery et al. '91). A short summary of four 

methods is presented: 

1. Ray-tracing method 

3. Double area method 

3. Projection methods 

4. Analytica! methods 

1. Ray-tracing method 

To compute Fij with the ray-tracing method, rays are ernitted in random directions, 

according toL( 8), from surface i. The number of rays that are intercepted by surface j, 

divided by the number of ernitted rays will give an approximation of Fij that will be more 
accurate when more rays are used. 

3. Double area method 

Fij is computed by replacing the integral of (3.7) by: 

(3.16) 

If the sub-elements are small enough this estimation will be adequate. 

Emery et al. state: "For realistic engineering structures, in which surfaces do not intersect, 

and yet for which there is a fair number of obstructors, the double area [ ... ] method [ ... ] is 

adequate in accuracy and speed." 

The double area method will be used to compute the light distribution in the enelosmes of 

this study, see chapter 4. 

3. Projection methods 

Several surfacescan be defined to projected on: a flat surface, a half hernisphere or a part 

of a box (Cohen et al. '85), figure 3.4. The projection of patch jon such a surface is obtained 

by computing the interception of a set of light rays connecting the ernitting patch i and 

receiving patch j. The configuration factor Fij can be computed using the power received 

by the interception because the power on the interception equals the power incident on 

surface j. This has computational advantages. 

3. Theory of light transport between surfaces 15 



Figure 3.4 Projection methods 

on a hemisphere, 'hemicube' and 

a flat surface, used to compute the 

configuration factor. The interception 

is colared black. 

4. Analytica[ methods 
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With the theorem of Stokes the integral over the two surfaces, A 1 and A 2, equation (3.7), 

can be converted to an integral over two contours i.e. the boundaries of the two surfaces. 

This is numerically easier to solve than the double surface integral (Sparrow '63). 

Also analytica! solutions for the energy transfer of, for instance, a rectangle-to-an

infinitesimal surface (section 8.2.1) or square-to-square (section 8.2.2) can be used. Slofstra 

used the rectangle-to-infinitesimal surface solution to compute the light distribution of an 

in-house lighting problem (Slofstra '76). Baranoski found a method to compute 

configuration factors for surfaces that can be mathematically characterized by functions 

(Baranoski 192 ) 

3.7 Configuration factor of adjacent surfaces using the double area method 

The 1 /r2 term in (3.16) is the cause that at near distances the configuration factor increases 

to infinity where it should go towards unity. It is possible to avert this by subdivision, 

because in the limit of very small areas this problem is avoidabie (see page 20). 

Slofstra encountered this problem in the corners of the illuminated rooms he modelled. He 

solved the problem by not ha ving the infinitesimal surface (of the rectangle to 

infinitesimal surface interaction (section 8.2.1)) in the corner (Slofstra '76). 
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4. NUMERICALL Y DETERMINED LIGHT DISTRIBUTIONS 

OF A BOX, A CYLINDER AND A SPHERE 

Three different elementary enelosmes are discussed in this chapter: a box, a cylinder and a 

sphere. The enelosmes are assumed to consist of an infinitely thin wall and are irradiated 
from the inside by an isotropie light source. Using the radiosity method (section 3.5) the 

radiosity distribution on the inside of the enelosure is computed for several values of the 

reileetion coefficient of the enelosure. For computing the light distribution in the sphere, 
results of the integrating sphere theory are used. 

Absorption of the enelosure-wan is omitted, but this can easily be implemented in the 
numerical program. Also there was not accounted for variations of the reileetion 
coefficient over the enelosure-wall. 

The radiosity problems are solved using an iterative method (section 4.1). The obtained 
radiosity-vector denotes the total amount of light reilected from the patches defined on the 

inner wall (it is assumed that no light is emitted). The light transmitted by the enelosure
wall, the actual therapeutic light, is assumed to be a fraction of this. 

Using geometrical symmetries of the stated problems simplifications are possible. However 
such simplifications are less suited for obtaining insight in the physics of the problem, and 
also programming errors might be obscured. Therefore simplifications based on symmetry 
arguments were not made. 

The computations were performed using the software package Mathematica™ (version 1.0, 
1.2) on an Apple Macintosh II FX personal computer. Mathematica was used because it was 
available and for e.g. the ease of programming (object-oriented), for the plot facilities and 
because it is an interpreter-program (no compiling necessary). 

4. Numerically determined light distributions 17 



4.1 ITERATIVE METHOD FOR COMPUTING LIGHT DISTRIBUTIONS 

An iterative method is given to obtain the radiosity solution, the radiosity-vector b. This 

method is much closer to the physics of the problem, but is probably more time

consuming than solving the set of radiosity equations directly with a standard numerical 

matrix solution method. We reeall the radiosity matrix equation: 

(I- pF) b = e 

This is formally written as: 

I 
b = I- pF e (4.1) 

Using the equality (8.9) the matrix equation can now be written as a summation: 

00 

b = ( L(pF)k )e = e + pFe + pF (pFe) + pF(p2F2e) + .. + pF (pn-1 F)n-le) (4.2) 
k=O 

(4.3) 

Thus the radiosity equals theemission plus theemission reflected once, plus emission 

reflected twice and so on. The process is analogous to the irradiance increase in an 

integrating sphere (section 8.5). The series converges for reflection coefficient p<l 

(section 8.3). 

In the following computations on enelosmes the first reflection of the incident light is 

treated asemission from the surface as described on page 14, defining thee vector. No 

other emission sourees are assumed to exist in the enclosure-wall. 

In the following computations the series is truncated at term bn when: 

11bn11=0.000lllboll. 
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4.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The methods of computation will bedescribed for the three enclosures, starting with the 

cubical box. It is thoroughly declared how the matrix F, of the set of radiosity equations 

(3.13), is formed. Also is explained how the geometry was subdivided in patches and how 

the configuration factors where computed. This is analog for the cylinder and will be 

described briefly, foliowed by a description of the method used for the sphere. 

Finally an overview of the observed irradiation situations is given. 

4.2.1 The box 

The radiosity method requires that the surface of the enelosure is divided in discrete 

elements. Each of the box-sides is divided in 49 (= 7x7) equal squares (figure 4.3). There 

are 6x49=294 elements for which the light transport from one to another, i.e. the 

configuration factor, needs to be computed. After reading about the computations on the 

box it is interesting to take a look at the radiosity program listingin section 8.8. 

Mechanism of light transport in the box 

For the box-problem in particular, two paths of light transport can be distinguished: 

(a) from opposite sicles and (b) from connecting sides, figure 4.1. Noticing this, the number 

of configuration factors that remain to be computed is 2x49x49=4803. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.1 Two interaction possibilities. 

(a) from opposite sides 

(b) from connecting sides 

Figure 4.2 Six radiosity-vectors: 

A, B, ... , F represent the radiosity-values 

on the six box-sides. 

For each interaction a matrix of contiguration factorscan be defined: CS for connecting 

sicles and OS for opposite sides. The light distribution on one side is characterised by a 

radiosity-vector of 49 components. Through multiplication with the radiosity-matrix OS a 
vector is obtained which denotes the light distribution on the other box-side. Indicating 

the radiosity-vector on the six box-sides with A, B, ... , F the overall radiosity-vector, with 

294 components (6 x 49 = 294) and an overall interaction matrix of size 294x294 can be 
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defined. This matrix, which is matrix F of the radiosity matrix equation, relates subsequent 

termsof equation 4.3 toeach other. With bn =[A, B, ... , Fln, the radiosity contribution of 

the n+ 1 th reileetion relates to the n th reileetion as: 

0 CS CS CS CS OS 
CS 0 CS OS CS CS 
es es o es os es 
CS OS CS 0 CS CS 
CS CS OS CS 0 CS 
os es es es es o [! 1 (4.4) 

Computing the configuration factors of the box 

The method used to compute the configuration factors for the box is the double area 

method (section 3.6). To obtain an accurate configuration factor, the squares are 

subdivided and the configuration factors of these sub-squares are computed. 

each of the six box-sides is 
divided in 7x7 squares 

Lf:--H7fi--i:r.--1" 
· each square is subdivided 

in order to compute 
the configuration factor 

Figure 4.3 The enelosure is divided in squares, with the computation 

of the configuration factors they are subdivided into sub-squares. 

The total configuration factor of two squares is obtained by adding the configuration 

factors of the sub-squares according to rule (3.14). The more sub-squares are taken, the 

more accurate the configuration factor will be. 

Suppose that the configuration factor for two identical parallel square surfaces orientated 

as in figure 3.1 (the large squares), is computed withno subdivision. Then the same 

computation is done with four elements on the receiving surface, and then with nine sub

elements. Cernparing these configuration factors will yield a curve which has a horizontal 

asymptote. The asymptote corresponds to the value of the configuration factor of one 

square to another. This is shown in figure 4.4. The analytica! value of the configuration 

factor for this particular situation can be obtained with (8.7). The analytica! value is 0.1998. 
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A curve fit with function G, of the form: 

(4.5) 

G : curve fit function, an : curve fit constants. 

with at least four points, results in an agreeable approximation of the contiguration (more 
on this in the following section 'Accuracy of the ... ' ). 

A problem with the computation of contiguration factors using the double area method, 

arises for surfaces that are close together or even touching eachother (mentioned earlier in 

section 3.7). This especially effects the connecting surfaces in the corners of the box. To 
overcome this problem the corner contiguration factors are computed using the 
analytically obtained expression (8.8). 

0.32 

0.30 

0.28 

0.26 

0.24 

0.22 

0.20 +-~--=:::::::;:====-~---
lxl 2x2 3x3 4x4 5x5 6x6 7x7 8x8 

Subdivision of the two squares 

Figure 4.4 With further subdivision 

of the surfaces, the configuration 

factor will be more accurate. 

Accuracy of the configuration factors of the box 

For two equal squares, positioned as in tigure 8.3, the light transport from one square to 
the other is examined as a function of their distance. The value for the contiguration factor 

obtained with the double area method described in the previous section, is compared to 

the value obtained with the analytica! expression (8.7). Fora distance equal to the lengthof 

a si de of the squares, the computed contiguration factor deviates 1% from the analytica! 
value. The difference decreases with increasing distance. 

~ 
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Figure 4.5 Analytically obtained 

configuration factor, equation (8.7), 

compared to the numerically computed 

configuration factor (in%). 

Distance (a. u.) between squares of 1x1 (a.u.)2 
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The accuracy of the configuration factors is tested in the following situation. In an 

-imaginary- enelosure with an reflection of 100% the termsin the series 4.2 do not decrease 

and the series does not converge. The sum of the components of a term (which is a vector) 

denotes the total amount of light being reflected in the system. In the situation of 100% 

reflection this amount should be a constant. A correction to the configuration factors of 

0.07% was necessary. 

Measurement points on the box 

The light distribution, obtained with the radiosity method for the forty-nine sub-surfaces 

on each box-side, is represented by radiosity values on a grid of points on one box side 

(figure 4.6 ). This was clone in order to make the computed results comparable with the 

results of the experiments presented in chapter 5. 

The points are located on the connecting edges of the sub-surfaces. The radiosity in a point 

is the mean of the radiosity on the adjacent surfaces. The radiosity in the corners of the box 

is obtained by linear extrapolation. 

The radiosity measurements that are presented in section 4.4 are taken from a sub-set of 

this grid. They cover one-eighth of a box-side, because of symmetry arguments 

representing more points is not necessary. This box-side will be refered to as the 

measurement plane. 

>. 

1 
0 

/ 

• 
,J~~---.--- ... ---é:--- --------

0 • • • / 

' . 4 
or--x~s 

measurement 
points 

2-3 
/ 4-5-6 
~ 7-8- 9-10 

Figure 4.6 The location of the points in 

which the radiosity will be observed. 

Coordinates of the points. (box: 10x10x10) 

0. ( 01 0) 6. (30/14, -50/14) 

1. (10/14, -10/14) 

3. (10/14, -30/14) 

4. (30/14, -30/14) 

4. (10/14, -50/14) 

5. (30/14, -50/14) 

7. (10/14, -70/14) 

8. (30/14, -70/14) 

8. (50/14, -70/14) 

10. (70/14, -70/14) 

The points are numbered 0 to 10. The sequence of the points is based on the distance to the 

center of the box. 
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4.2.2 The cylinder 

The difference with the method used to compute the light distribution in the box is only 

that analytica! configuration factors are used for the cylinder radiosity program. The 
configuration factors are listed in appendix 8.3.4. The cylinder is subdivided according to 

these configuration factors. The cylinder wall is subdivided into 40 equal rings. 

4.2.3 The sphere 

Fora sphere, not the radiosity but the irradiance impinging on the innerwallis computed, 
the difference is a factor p. From (8.15) it is clear that if the following parameters are 
known: the irradiance of the primary incident 'collimated' power, the total power emitted 

by the souree P, and the reflection coefficient of the wall, then the irradiance increase due 
to multiple reflections can be accounted for. The series (8.15) and (3.2) are essentially the 
same with the only difference that the sum of (8.15) can be obtained without iterating. 
The two reflection coefficients of (8.15), one for collimated light being reflected diffusely 
and the other for diffuse light being reflected diffusely, are assumed to be equal. 
The primary incident irradiance is computed for sub-patches of the sphere (figure 4.14). 

For this computation the orientation, surface and distance of the surface with respect to 

the souree are important. 

Figure 4.14. Subdivision of a 'slice of sphere' 

in parts of equal area. One slice consists of 

50 patches of equal area: Ai= Aj =Ak. 

Using the following formula the primary collimated (pc) incident irradiance is computed: 

E _ _f_ cos 8n A n 
pc,n - 4n r 2 

n 
(4.6) 

Epc,n: Irradiance (primary collimatedon surface n. P: radiant power emitted by the source. 

en: angle of r n with the normal of the surface. An: area of surface n. rn: di stance of surface n to the source. 
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4.3 OVERVIEW OF IRRADIA TION SITUATIONS AND MEASUREMENT POINTS 

Box 

la. central isotropie light souree (x= 5 cm)--wall reflection: 0-70-80-90% 

2b. off-centered isotropie souree (x= 3 cm)--wall reflection: 0-70-80-90% 

Figure 4.7 The figure shows 

the irradiationsituation 

of the box. X denotes 

the distance to the 

measurement plane. 

Cylinder 

center 
ofthe 

box 

- lOcm 

measurement 
plane 

2. off-centered isotropie light souree (x = 3 cm) __ wall reflection: 0-90-93-95% 

Figure 4.8 The figure shows 

the irradiation situation 

of the cylinder. X denotes 

the distance along the 

surface of the cylinder. 

Sphere 

r--------x 

' . . . 
~ "'I// 

: ~~\~ 

----- 30 cm ---···· --------·-

3. off-centered isotropie light souree ______ wall reflection: 0-70-80-90% 

Figure 4.9 The figure shows 

the irradiation situation 

of the sphere. The isotropie 

point souree is located 

10 mm off-centered. 
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4.4 RESULTS 

In this section the results are given for the experiments described in the previous section. 

The results are presented in plots showing the measured radiosity ( or irradiance in case of 

the sphere) in relative arbitrary units or normalized arbitrary units. 

At the end of the section the uniformity ratio's, defined by (2.1}, of the various situations 

are given. 

la. Box --central isotropie light souree --wall reflection: 0-70-80-90% 
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Figure 4.10 Radiosity values in the points depicted in figure 4.6. The figure on the left 

shows relative values, the figure on the right normalized values. UR: Uniformity Ratio. 

The non-uniform first incidence appears to be the most important cause for the 
final non-uniformity. This can be deduced from figure 4.10, the figure of the 

relative values, in which the slope of the three upper sets of computed radiosity 

values for the different wall-reflectivities, is approximately the same. 

10 

Lets take a look at the light distribution of subsequent reflections, the terms of the 
series (4.2). A parameter for characterizing the non-uniformity of the term, is found 

in the standard deviation of the term elements (the term is a vector) to the mean. 

In figure 4.11a, on the next page, the terms are presented in a graph. The reflection 

coefficient equals unity for this situation. It is seen that the mean of the term 

remains constant, as it should. This indicates that no light is lost in the system (as 

was corrected for earlier insection 'Accuracy ofthe ... 'on page 21). The standard 
deviation (figure 4.1lb} on the other hand shows a remarkable decrease, this 

means that higher terms in the series (4.3) give a uniform contribution to the 

light distribution. 
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Figure 4.11a The mean of the componentsof the termsin series (4.2). 

This denotes the mean of the radiosity values on one box-side when p=l. 

k-th reileetion 

Figure 4.11b The standard deviation of the value of the components 

of the termsof (4.2) to the mean. This characterizes the non-uniformity of 

the radiosity values on one box-side when p=l. 

lb. Box __ off-eentered isotropie light souree __ wall reflection: 0-70-80-90% 
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In figure 4.12 the radiosity values in points distributed over a box-side as in 

figure 4.6, are depicted for the near and far box-side (indicated with an*). 
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Figure 4.12 Radiosity values on the near box-side and far box-side (indicated with a*) 
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In figure 4.13 the light distribution on the box-side nearest to the souree and the 

box-side on the opposite side, are depicted separately, in normalized values. 
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Figure 4.13 Left, radiosity values on the near box-side. On the right the values 

for the far box-side. Both figures show normalized values. 

2. Cilinder - off-centered isotropie light source_ wall reflection: 0-90-93-95% 
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Figure 4.14 Radiosity values on the cylinder wall (see figure 4.8) 
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3. Sphere- off-eentered isotropie light souree __ wall reflection: 0-70-80-90% 
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Figure 4.15 Light distribution for sphere with an off-centered isotropie source. 

Figure on the right shows normalized values. UR=Uniformity ratio. (see figure 4.9) 

4. Uniformity ratio's (UR) for the irradiation situations of this ehapter. 

28 

Wall- UR UR 

reflection Centered Off-centered 

90 1.25 1.59 

80 1.55 3.33 

70 1.89 4.25 

0 5.92 26.07 

Table 4.1 Uniformity ratio's for the box 

Wall- UR 
reflection Off-centered 

95 5.50 

93 8.32 

90 13.8 

0 1118 

Table 4.2 Uniformity ratio's 

for the cylinder 

Wall- UR 
reflection Off-centered 

90 1.46 

80 1.97 

70 3.53 

0 10.0 

Table 4.3 Uniformity ratio's 

for the sphere 
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5. EXPERIMENTS ON SEVERAL ENCLOSURES 

In this chapter the results are given of measurements performed to obtain the light 

distribution of the same enelosmes as in chapter 4: a box, cylinder and sphere, all are 
irradiated from the inside with an isotropie light source. The irradiation situations arealso 

equal to those of chapter 4. A comparison of the computed and the measured values is 

given (section 5.3) 

Also the performance of half a sphere is examined. This enelosure is interesting because it 
fits into the mouthand might be used for future experimentsin vivo (figure 5.1). 

Different materials were used to construct the enelosures. Measurements of the reflection 

coefficient and the angular distribution of the reflected light of the materials were 
performed. A thorough description of these measurements is given in appendix 8.6. 

Only the results of these measurements will be presented here The discussion of these 

results is also found in appendix 8.6. 

throat en try 

jaw 

Figure 5.1 A half sphere 

fits into the mouth in 

the hollow between 

cheek and teeth. 
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5.1 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

At the center for dental surgery in Amsterdam, ACTA (Academisch Centrum voor 

Tandheelkunde Amsterdam) spheres were made consisting of PMMA (PolyMethyl 

MethAcrylate) mixed with calcium carbonate, titanium oxide or barium sulfate. 

At ACTA they did not succeed in coating a material with a high diffuse-reflective powder. 

At the AMC Laser Center a plexiglas (PMMA) box and a PVC (PolyVinylChloride) 

cylinder were coated with barium sulfate. 

PMMA mixed with high-reflective particles 

A major component of PMMA is available as a powder which can be mixed with a 

reflecting/ scattering powder like barium sulfa te. After adding additional components, a 

clayish substance is formed. In a mould it can be pressed into the desired shape. Still in the 

mould, the substance is heated to activate the polymerisation process so that PMMA is 

formed. This takes about three hours. The result is a white plastic. 

BaSO 4 -coating 
The coating of barium sulfate (Kodak White Reflectance Coating) is applied with a sprayer 

(Kodak High Viscosity Labaratory Sprayer). The coating is a mixture of barium sulfa te 

(max 50%), denatured ethanol (20-30%) and water (30-40%). The coating is difficult to 

apply on plastic because of poor adhesion. Several thin layers are applied. After the 

coating has dried, it should be handled with care because the coating is soluble in water 

and scratches easily. 

The samples that are used in the experimentsof this chapter are numbered 1 to 7 as 

indicated in table 5.1. 

No Material 

0 no sample 

1 Polvmerized PMMA (not deal") 

2 PMMA with 16% BaS04 

3 PMMA with 33% BaS04 

4 PMMA with33%CaC03 

5 PMMA with 50% Ti02 

5* PMMA with 50% Ti02 (thin samole) 

6 PMMA with 50% BaS04 

6* PMMA with 50% BaS04 (thin sample) 

7 Clear PMMA with BaS04 coatin2: 
Table 5.1. The numbering of the materials used. 
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The results of measurements on the reflectivity R of the samples, using the integrating 

sphere set-up, is given in table 5.2. Also the transmission T is given. The amout (100-R-T) 

is actually the amount of light leaking from the system plus the absorption of the sample. 

The measurements are fully described in appendix 8.6. 

Sample R (%) T (%) 100-R-T 
NQ (%) 

1 21 ± 1 45 34±1 

2 49±2 34 17±2 

3 58±3 29 13±3 

4 62±3 25 13±3 

5 89±4 0 11 ±4 

5* 86±4 3.6 11 ±4 

6 83±4 8 9±4 

6* 74±3 15 11±3 

7 89±4 2 9±4 

Table 5.2 Optica! properties R: reflection, T: transmission, both in % 

of incident power. Measured samples contain PMMA, barium sulfate, 

calcium carbonate and titanium oxide. No inaccuracy forT is assumed. 

In figure 5.2 the results of the light irradiance measurement of the angular reflection of 

nine different samples is presented. For Lambertian surfaces the irradiance at a fixed 

distance from the spot of incidence, should vary as a eosine of the angle. 

5,---------------------------~ 
-·X·- I 

Figure 5.2 The reflected irradiance 

of nine samples at a fixed distance 

and various angles (in relative units). 

The upper curve indicates a cosine

distribution. 
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The measurement uncertainty is less than 2% of the measured value. The curves in figure 

5.2 of the various samples are significantly different, except for the curves belonging to 

5,5*,6. The samples 5 to 7 are the best Lambertian reflectors, they do notshow as much 

specular reflection as the other samples do. 
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The set-up for doing measurement on the light distribution of enclosures 

Spot measurements where doneon the enelosure surface using an isotropie detector. An 
isotropie detector measures the light fluence rate. Fluence rate is a quantity defined as: the 
radiant energy incident on a small sphere divided by the cross-sectional area of that 
sphere. The fiber tip is such a small sphere, and consists ofTi02 particles in a transparent 
polymer (Henderson '90). Isotropicity data is shown insection 9.7. 

The basic elements of the set-up are depicted in figure 5.3. Red light of wavelength 
632.8nm was generated by a lOmW HeNe laser and was led into an enelosure through 

fibers. The light is chopped by a chopper system and then coupled into the irradiation
fiber. Onto this fiber a scattering tip is mounted to make it an isotropie light source. The 
tip is identieal to the tip of the isotropie detector. The light received by an isotropie 

detector is led through a fiber into a photomultiplier tube (PMT). A voltage difference over 
aresistor seried with the PMT, is measured by a lock-in amplifier. Measuring with 
chopped light makes the measurement unsensitive for externallight. 

enelosure 

isotropie souree 

HeNe laser (lOmW) isotropie detector 

photomultiplier 
' 

...._ __ __.~-------------- ~~~~~~-r-;r~~~;~;;--------------- CJ 
chopper system lock-in amplifier 

Figure 5.3 The basic elements in the set-up used for all the measurements of this chapter. 
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5.1.1 The Box 

Six perspex plates of 3 mm thick are coated with a barium sulfa te coating of 0.3 mm thick. 
The box has a measured reflection coefficient of 0.89 ± 0.04 for a barium sulfate coating 
(Table 5.2). The six coated plates were fixed together forming a cubical box of dimensions 
10 cmxlO cmxlO cm. Bleven holes are made in one of the plates, they correspond to the 
points mentioned in chapter 4, figure 4.6. 
The detection of the light incident on these point is done with an isotropie detector. The tip 
is pushed through a measurement hole in the box-wallso that it is just inside of the box. 
This is shown in figure 5.4. 

isotropie tip fiber 

IN OUT 

enelosure wall 

Figure 5.4 Position of the tip 
of the isotropie detector when 
light is measured in one of the 
measurement holes. 

In figure 5.5 the position of the isotropie light souree in the box is depieted. It can be moved 
to and from the center varying the distance to the plane of measurement from 0 to 9.5 cm. 
The souree fiber, stiffened by a metal rod fixed to it, is positioned perpendieular to the 
plane. This means that the isotropie light souree which is not completely isotropie (see 
appendix 9.7), irradiates with maximum intensity in the direction of the measurement 
plane. 

center 
ofthe 

box 

- -- lOcm 

on the inside 

detection 

-+--- measurement 
plane 

Figure 5.5 Variabel position of the isotropie light souree in the box. 
Depieted in grey is the measurement plane. Distanee x denotes 

the distanee of the light souree to the measurement plane. 
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5.1.2 The Cylinder 

Two halvesof a cylindrical tube made of PVC (PolyVinylChloride) are coated with a layer 

of barium sulfate and then glued together. Eleven holes are made in the longitudal 

direction at positions depicted in figure 5.6. The cylinder is 30 cm in lenght and has a 

radius of 2.55 cm. The holes are 3 cm apart. At 3 cm from the left side a isotropie light is 

positioned (the fiber parallel to the axis). 

5.1.3 The Sphere 

>-------x 

' 
' ' 

2 

! "\1// 
-----------v----~-e:;:-

: /fl\" 

: souree 
' 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

detection 

~-------~------- 30cm--~-- -~---~ 

Figure 5.6 The cylinder and the positions of measurement. 

5.1 cm 

Six spheres with a diameter of 4 cm and a wall-thickness of 2 mm were manufactured. 

We made spheres of the same materialsas listed in table 5.1. The spheres arealso 

numbered, 1 to 6, according to table 5.1. 

For the case of the spheres the irradiance was measured on the outside of the enelosure and 

not on the inside, as was done in the experiments on the box and the cylinder. For 

measuring the irradiance on the outside, the goniometry set-up described in appendix 8.6 

was used. A fiber with an isotropie detector at the end is shoved into a metal rod, so that 

the scattering tip is just not visible. Thuswise it measures only the irradiance from a small 

spot of the surface of the sphere. With the goniometer device the irradiance is measured 

from 0 to 160 degrees round the sphere, from top to -almost- bottom. 

0 -

34 

90 

Figure 5.7 This situation shows an off

centered isotropie light souree irradiating 

a sphere. Measurements will be performed 

at several angles between 0 and 160 

degrees. 



fiber for 
light measurement 

sphere 

plastic arch to mount 
the measuring fiber 
and to turn it over a 

certain number of degrees 

souree fiber 

holder for on 
an optica! rail 

I front I I side I 

Figure 5.8 Set-up for measuring the irradiance on the outside of a sphere. 

An additional experiment was done on sphere 1 filled with 1.3% resp. 10% Intralipid. This 

experiment was performed with a photodiode insteadof a photomultiplier tube. The set

up described in figure 5.8 was used to measure the irradiance on the spherical side only. 

5.1.4 The Half-Sphere 

The half-sphere is made from sphere 6, it consists of barium sulfa te in PMMA it is closed by 
a flat disk of the samemateriaL The material has a measured reflection coefficient of 89±4 
(table 5.2) .The isotropie light souree is entered from the middle of the flat side and 
positioned so that it is just inside (as in figure 5.4). The goniometer is used to measure the 
irradiance on the spherical part of the half sphere. 

0 

isotropie souree 

Figure 5.9 The irradiation situation 

of the half sphere. The irradiance on 

the surface will be measured from 

0 to 90 degrees as indicated in 

the figure. 
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5.2 RESULTS 

Presented hereare the results of the irradiation situations. There are only minor differences 
with the irradiation situations of chapter 4, (see page 24). The measurement of the off
centered isotropie souree in the box is done for various distances from the measurement 
plane. For the sphere also a measurement was performed with a centered isotropie light 
source. A little out of the perspective of this report is the measurement on the Intralipid 
filled sphere with an off-centered isotropie light source. 

Finally the results of the half-sphereare presented and a list of uniformity ratio's is given. 

la. Box --central isotropie souree Walls reflect 89% 
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Figure 5.10 Fluence ra te at a box-side when irradiated from the center. 

lb. Box-- off-centered isotropie souree --Walls reflect 89% 
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The isotropie light souree was positioned at various distances from the 

measurement plane: 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0 and 5.0 cm. 
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Figure 5.11 Fluence rate at a box-side when irradiated from various distances. 

The figure on the right shows the vertical axis of the lower values enlarged. 
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Then the isotropie light souree was positioned at further distances of the 

measurement plane: 5.5, 6.0, 6.5, 7.0, 7.5, 8.0, 8.5, 9.0, 9.5 cm. When the error bars in 
the figure on the right is observed, it can be said that most of the curves in the left 
plot do not differ significantly. 
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Figure 5.12 Fluence rate at a box-side when irradiated from various distances. 

In the figure indicated from 5.5 to 9.5 cm. Also see figure 5.5. 

2. Cilinder -off-centered isotropie source_walls reflect 89% 

At3 cm on the axis of the cylinder an isotropie light souree is positioned (the fiber 
is positioned parallel to the axis). The light distribution is presented in figure 5.13 
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Figure 5.13 The fluence rate measured at the the innerwallof the cylinder. (figure 5.6) 
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Sphere --eentral isotropie souree ___ walls reflect 21-49-58-62-83% 

No result was obtained for sphere 5 made of titanium oxide because the amount of 

light leaving the enelosure was too small to be measured accurately with the used 

system. 
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Figure 5.14 Irradiance measured on the outside of the sphere due to a central isotropie light 

source. Left: the relative irradiance. Right: the normalized irradiance (in arbitrary units). 

The numbers 0 to 6 refer to the material of table 5.2. They increase in reflectivity. 
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For the same reason as in the previous measurement, section 3a, no result for 

sphere 5 is given. 
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Figure 5.15 

Irradiance measured on the outside of the sphere due to an off-centered isotropie light 

• 0 

~ 

source. Left: the relative irradiance. Right: the normalized irradiance (in arbitrary units). 

The numbers 0 to 6 refer to the material of table 5.2. They increase in reflectivity. 
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3e. 

4. 

Sphere ---- off-eentered--------Intralipid filled (1.3%, 10%) 

This measurement was performed using a photodiode at 2 cm from the sphere

wall. This is not completely correct because of the opening angle which is 
much larger than with the isotropie-tip detector described earlier. Because the 
results for sphere 6, made of barium sulfate, measured with a photodiode also are 

comparable with what is shown in figure 5.15, the results are still presented. They 

show the effect of Intalipid on the light distribution and a comparison can he made 

with the -integrating- sphere 6. 
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Figure 5.16 Normalized irradiance on the outside of the sphere filled with Intralipid due to 

an off-centered isotropie light source. Campare the result with the result of the -integrating

sphere, sphere 6 consisting of barium sulfa te. 

Half-Spbere -- isotropie light souree----walis reflect 83% 

Figure 5.17 Normalized irradiance on the outside of the half- sphere compared to the 

irradiance when no mould was used. 
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4. Uniformity ratio's (UR) for the irradiation situations of this chapter. 

40 

A short overview of the uniformity ratio's: 

Box (centered) 

Box (off-centered) 

Cylinder (off-centered) 

Sphere (centered) 

Sphere (off-centered) 

Half-Sphere 

: UR= 1.17 

: UR"' 1.17 to 2 

:UR=5.1 

:UR=1.3 

: UR = 1.9 

: UR = 1.2 

(figure 5.10) 

(figure 5.18) 

(figure 5.13) 

(table 5.3) 

(table 5.3) 

(figure 5.17) 

For the measurement on the box the maximum value, the minimum value and the 

uniformity ratio on the measurement box-side were related to the distance x from that 

box-side (figure 5.18) 
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Figure 5.18 Maximum, minimum and uniformity ratio on the measurement box-side 

with an isotropie light souree loeated at various distanees x (see figure 5.3). 

The uniformity ratio's found in the measurements on the spheres are in table 5.3. 

SphereNQ Centered Off-
isotropie eentered 
light isotropie 
souree light 

souree 
0 (no sphere) 150 216 

1 (PMMA) 9.4 11.8 

2 (BaS04) 2.2 3.8 

3 (BaS04) 1.7 3.1 

4 (CaC03) 1.3 2.3 

6 (BaS04) 1.3 1.9 

Table 5.3 Uniformity Ratio's of measurements 4a and 4b. 
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5.3 COMPARISON WITH RESULTS OF CHAPTER 4. 

Here radiosity measurement of chapter 4 are compared to fluence rate measurements 
which is allowed in case both values are normalized. Measured values of the box are 
compared with the computation fora wall reflection of 0, 70, 80,90%. The measured 
values fit to a higher reflection of which no computational values are available at this 

moment. For the cylinder a fit is done with a computation assuming a wall reflection 

of 93%. A fit to the measurement on sphere 6 (barium sulfa te) is done assuming a wall 

reflection of 70 and 80%in the computation. 

No comparison could be made for the half-sphere while no radiosity program was 

written for the half-sphere enclosure. 

la. Box --- centered isotropie light source ___ measured walls refl. 89% 
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Figure 5.19 Comparison of computed versus measured values for irradiation of the box 

with a centered isotropie source. 
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lb. Box --- off-eentered isotropie light souree_ measured walls refl. 89% 
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Figure 5.20 Comparison of computed versus measured values for irradiation of the box 

with a off-centered isotropie souree (3 cm from box-wall) 

2. Cylinder- off-eentered isotropie light souree_ measured walls refl. 89% 

42 

Figure 5.21 Comparison of computed versus measured values for irradiation of the 

cylinder with a off-centered isotropie souree (3 cm from the left wall-side) 
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4. Sphere --off-centered isotropie light source_ measured walls refl. 83% 
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Figure 5.22 Comparison computed (reflection 70% left, reflection 80% right) 

versus measured values for irradiation of sphere 6 with an off-centered 

(half radius) isotropie light source. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 

The condusion of this report conceming the question at the beginning of this report: 
How uniform is the light distribution at the surface of a high diffuse-reflecting enelosure of an 
arbitrary shape enclosing an isotropie light source? 
cannot be answered for an arbitrary surface. But for the elementary surface: box, cylinder 
and sphere the results of the computations and measurements are promising. 
In this section the achieved knowledge of the mechanism of the multiple reflections in an 
enelosure is declared and the elementary enclosures are commented on their clinical 

applicability. 
Also the used materials are discussed and the section is ended with advice for further 
research. 

Inlegrating sphere effect 

Multiple reflections have a positive effect on the light distribution the observed enclosures. 
In the figures 4.10, 4.14 and 4.15 the distribution at different reflection values of the 

enelosure wall show a more uniform light distribution for higher reflection values. 

The primary incidence on the enelosure-wan is found to be very important to the final 
uniformity. Forthesphere it is well known that all reflections give a uniform contribution. 
With a higher reflectivity of the wall the uniform con tribution is greater and the primary 

incidence will become less important 
For the box a similar mechanism is observed. Figure 4.11b shows the increasing uniformity 
of the light distribution on a box-side for increasing orders of reflection. At the fourth 
reflection the standard deviation of the radiosity values to the mean is already decreased 

to less than 3% of the mean. In appendix 8.4 is derived, using analytica! configuration 
factors, that if the light distribution is uniform on the box-wall, then the following orders 
of reflection will remain uniform. Note that it has notbeen proved that the multiple 

reflected contribution will actually converge to this state. 

It has also notbeen proved that this mechanism works for arbitrary shaped enclosures, so: 

The uniformity of the primary incidence might be a useful critera when uniform 
irradiation of a complicated shape is requested. 

By Star et al. the use of Intralipid was criticized (Star et al. '87). Figure 5.16 shows that the 
-integrating- enelosure (a sphere) gives better results in obtaining a uniform light 

distribution. 
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Acceptable uniformity ratio for clinical use? 

On page 40 the measured uniformity ratio's are listed. They vary from 1.17 to 5.1. 

A uniformity ratio between 1 and 1.15 is often said to be clinically acceptable. 

The value 1.17 is measured for the irradiation of a box with an isotropie souree which 

would be 5.92 in case no integrating enelosure was used (computed, table 4.1). 

The value 5.1 was measured for the irradiation of the cylinder. A much better result for the 

cylinder could be achieved when using two isotropie sources. Figure 6.1 shows the 

distribution for the situation of two sources, one located 3 cm from the left side, the other 

located 3 cm from the right. The distribution can be deduced using symmetry arguments. 

For this situation the uniformity ratio is 1.68. The uniformity can be improved probably 

by using more sourees in order to improved the primary incidence which influence was 

declared in the previous paragraph. 
450 
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A situation where a spherical surface is irradiated by an isotropie light source, located off

centered by half the radius, is a realistic situation. One could encounter such a situation 

when performing PDT in the oral area. In order to obtain a light distribution that is 

acceptably uniform the reflection of the wall should be at least 90% (this gives a computed 

uniformity ratio of 1.46). This also holds fora cubical geometry, which one will not likely 

confront in the human body. One can also conclude that the positioning of the isotropie 

light souree should be done as accurately as possible in order to get and keep it in a central 

position. 

From the half-sphere measurement in figure 5.17 can be deduced that when omitting the 

point mostleftand most right in the graph a uniformity ratio of 1.1 is possible. 
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Matenals and methods 

Camparing the measured results with the computed results, it is observed that they 

correlate very well. For the box coated with barium sulfate the reflection coefficient seems 

higher than the 90% used for the computation (figure 5.19, 5.20} and this could be true, it 
was measured 89%±4 (table 5.2). Another indication for the higher value for the barium 
sulfate coating is given in the comparison of the cylinder coated with barium sulfate, with 

the computed values. The fit of the computation for 93% fits best. Egan and Hilgeman 
mention 94% reflection (at 600 nm) fora barium sulfate coating (Egan and Hilgeman '75). 

The reflection for the sphere was fitted to computations. A higher value was measured 

than fits with the computations. For sphere 6 the reflection fits to the computations 
between 70 to 80% more near 80%, where it was measured to be 83%±4 (table 5.2). 

The uniformity ratio given in table 4.3 for the sphere reflecting 80%: UR=1.97 corresponds 
very well to the measured value of UR=1.9. 

A remark on the absorption of the materials used can be given. The measurements on the 
sphere give an indication of the absorption. Light going into the enelosure should also 

come out and therefore differences between light measured with no enelosure present, to 
measurements with the enelosure in place, are on the account of absorption. 
Observe in figure 5.14 the curves for 0 (no sample) to 6 (barium sulfate sphere). By 

estimating the area under the curves, an indication for the emitted power, gives a ratio of 
0.36. This means that 64% is lost due to absorption. This can also be deduced from table 
5.2, the ratio (100-R-T}: (100-R) gives 50%±10. Unaccepable temperature rise maybe caused 
when using higher powers than the 10 mW used here (a PDT dose ranges from 100-400 

J/cm} 

A material which might be of use for further investigations is Spectraion (Fair light, 
Scientific and industrial equipment, Rotterdam) 

Isotropie light souree 

It is marked that the used isotropie light souree was not completely isotropic. In figure 5.14 
it is seen that the isotropie light souree is isotropie from 0 to 80, and then the output 
decreases rapidly and at 160 degrees the irradiance is nearly zero. Our results correlate 
with the measurement of appendix 8.7 performed at the Daniel Den Hoed Clinic of 

Rotterdam (manufacturers of our probes). 
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Further Research 

This study has not yet led to an application for clinical use. Research should be done, for 
instance, on temperature effects caused by the enclosure. Also experiments and 
computations should be done on more complex enelosure shapes. To use the radiosity 
method on complicated shapes a sophisticated mesh generator is needed to subdivide the 
enelosure surface into sub-patches. More knowledge of radiosity methods used in 
computer graphics could be very helpful in this. 
Also more thought should be given to the use of multiple isotropie light sourees for 
creating a more uniform primary incidence and thus a more uniform light distribution. 
Concerning other materials, the Spectraion material may be a good alternative to barium 

sulfate in PMMA. For the clinical application flexible carrier materials that can be reused 
would be very useful. 
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8.1 DERIV A TI ON OF (3.3) AND (3.6) 

8.1.1 Derivation of equation (3.3) 

Insection 3.2 the Lambert law was introduced. Arelation is given between the 
radiance L and the radiosity b. The derivation of this equation is given here. 

The radiance, L in Wsrlm-2, is related to the radiant intensity, I in Wsrl, as: 

I= L dA1 cos01 (8.1) 

Where dA1 is an emitting surface of which the normal has an angle 01 with the 
emitted light beam. The total power that is emitted by dA1 is obtained by calculating 
the power dPe1 (multiply the intensity with the solid angle dro = 2n sin~cos~d~) 
impinging on a hemispherical ring with dA 1 in the center (see figure 8.1). 

So dP e1 equals: 

dP e1 = 2n LdA 1 sin01 cos ~ d ~ 

Intergrating this over all angles: 

1r 

2 

dP =2nLdAlj sin~cos~d~ = nLdA1 

And thus equation (3.3) is obtained. 

Figure 8.1 The power dPe
1 

impinging on a spherical 

ring. 

(8.2) 

(8.3) 

dP 
aAl = b = nL (8.4) 
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8.1.2 Derivation of equation (3.6) 

In figure (3.2) the situation is depicted of a differential surface emitting light to 
another differential surface. Equation (8.1) denotes the light that is emitted by per 

solid angle. Multiplying this with the differential solid angle dAz ~osOz gives 
r 

equation (3.6). 

8.2 ANALYTICAL EXPRESSlONS FOR CONFIGURATION FACTORS 

8.2.1 Rectangle toa infinitesimal surface 

Yamauti first described equations for energy transport of a Lambertian emitting 

surface (Yamauti 1924): 

1. rectangle to an infinitesimal surface parallel to the rectangle 
3. rectangle to an infinitesimal surface perpendicular to the rectangle 

In figure 8.2 these interachons are depicted. 

w w 
Figure 8.2 Rectangle to infinitesimal 

surface, two orientations: 

parallel and perpendicular. 
H H 

···-----------------.0 
H: Heigth, W: Width, D: Distance. 

D D 

The equations derived by Yamauti are: 

(8.5) 

El.= in [ arctan (ij')- 0 
arcsin (V:)] 

~D2 +H2 1 
(8.6) 

E: irradiance, L: radiance, H, W and D in figure 8.2 
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8.2.2 Square to square (parallel, distance D) 

Siegel and Howell give an equation for the contiguration factor of a square to square 
interaction where the square have equal size and are parallel to each other (Siegel and 
Howell '92) 

w 

H 

D 

Figure 8.3 Square to square 

interaction with parallel 

squares at distance D. 

In terrns of the reciproke distance the contiguration factor (CF) for this situation is: 

D: distance, s : 1 /D 

For the situation that D=H=W ( tigure 4.1b) the configuration factor, CF= 0.1998249 

8.2.3 Square to square (perpendicular, connected) 

The contiguration factor (CF) is a constant: 

Figure 8.4 Square to square 

interaction with connected 

squares 

1 1 1 
CF = 1t (2 arctan1 - {2. arctan -{2 + 4 ln 0,75) = 0.2000438 (8.8) 
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8.2.4 Configuration factors in a cylindrical geometry 

Following figures and configuration factors are taken from Siegel and Howel1'93. 

23 /Az 

~~ 
~l 

'~-A~ 

33 

34 
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Parallel circular disks with centers 
along the same normaL 

Two ring elements on the interior of 
a right circular cylinder. 

X=~ 
2r 

[ 
2X3 + JX] 

dF•1-•2 = 1 - 2(X2 + l)t dX2 

Ring element dA, on interior of right 
circular cylinder to circular disk A, 
at end of cylinder. 

X=~ 
2r 

X2 + t 
F•1-2 = - X 

v:f2+l 



8.3 WRITING MATRIX EQUATION (3.13) AS A SERIES 

The following equality is valid for p < 1: 

00 

I = I<pF)k 
I-pF k=O 

(8.9) 

Proof 

Set up the following two series 

n 
I<pF)k = I + (pF) + (pF)2 + (pF)3 + ... + (pF)ll 

k=O 

n 

(pF) L(pF)k = (pF) + (pF)2 + (pF)3 + ... + (pF)n+l 
k=O 

Substract the second from the first series and divide the left and right part of the 
equation by 1- (pF). 

I-(pF)n+l 
I- pF 

The series is converging if (pF)n+l -> 0 for k -> oo this is true when p < 1. 

This can be deduced from the physics of the sirnation of light in an enclosure: 
multiple scattered light i.e. (pF)n+le will decreasein intensity. 
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8.4 ANAL YTICAL ADVANCE TO THE INTEGRATING BOX 

In this section the situation is viewed that 5 walls of a cubical box irradiate light, 
according to the Lambert law. On the remaining sixth wall the irradiance is 
calculated using the equations (8.5) and (8.6). The irradiance is thus obtained for an 
infinitesimal surface. The locations in which the irradiance is computed lie on a 
straight line connecting the center of the sixth, floor, wall with a corner (as depicted 
in figure 8.4). The equations (8.5) and (8.6) provide a method to obtain the irradiance 
E 11 and E ..l . Therefore, the walls are devided in parts I panels, with the infinitesimal 

surface perpendicular erected at a corner of each panel. 

T T I ! I 

CF ..i 
i 

I I 
2 2 

-2-- ~; '----- - 2 ---- i 

Figure 8.5 Two wall divisions for left obtaining the irradiance on the middle of the sixth, floor, 

wall and right on an infinitesimal surface on a line connecting the middle to a corner of the 

sixth. X is a parameter increasing proportional from 0 to 1 over this line. 

With X a parameter increasing proportional from 0 to 1 along this line, the irradiance 
is: 

E= Eli 
+ 2 Eli 
+ 2 E..l 
+ 2 E..l 

(H = 1+X, W = 1+X, D = 2) 

(H = 1+X, W = 1-X, D = 2) 

(H = 2, W = 1-X, D = 1-X) 

(H = 2, W = 1 +X, D = 1-X) 

+ Eli 
+ 2E..l 
+ 2E..l 

(H = 1-X, W = 1-X, D = 2) 

(H = 2, W = 1 +X, D = 1 +X) 

(H = 2, W = 1-X, D = 1+X) 

(8.10) 

For all X between 0 and 1 the irradiance on the sixth wall: E = 1, for L=1 on the 
emitting walls. 

This means that if 5 walls have a uniform light distribution and they irradiate light 
which is partially received by the 6-th. Then, omitting inter reflections, the light 
distribution is uniform on the sixth. This also means that if six walls have a uniform 
light distribution, that this will notchange also when inter-reflections are included! 
For the radiosity-series, equation (4.3) this result implies: 

(pF)ne = pn [1, 1, ... , 1] for e = [1, 1, ... , 1] (8.11) 
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8.5 ANAL YTICAL ADV ANCE TO THE INTEGRA TING SPHERE 

Van Gemert et al. derived equations for the irradiance of a sphere with a centered 
isotropie light source, for the purpose of obtaining insight in light delivery for 
whole-bladder PDT (Van Gemert et al.'87). The equations for an off-centered souree 
can be derived analogously. 

Assume a sphere with a with a diffuse reflective wall of a finite thickness. The inner 
radius is R1 the outer radius Rz (figure 8.6). The primairy 'collimated' power incident 
on inner wall of the sphere is not uniform and is a function of 8. 

(8.12) 

The sphere wall reflects Epe perfect diffusely. This is the second contribution to the 

irradiance on the spheres inner wall, Ect(l) = Pcd 
4
.!_

12 
The reflection coefficient Pcd 

denotes collimated light reflected diffusely. The third contribution is Epe reflected 
twice and Ect(l) reflected once. Here diffuse light is reflected diffusely, denoted by 

Pdd· 

Ect(2) = Pdd Ect(1). The total contribution of multiple reflections is: 

p 
Ect = Pcd 41tR 

1
2 { 1 + Pdd + p2 dd + p3 dd + ... } (8.13) 

If Pdd < 1 then 

P Pcd 
Ect = 41tR 12 1 - Pdd 

(8.14) 

The total irradiance on the inner sphere wall: 

P Pcd 
E = Epe + Ect = E(R1,e) + 41tR12 1- Pdd (8.15) 

The total irradiance on the outer sphere wall (radius Rz) is assumed to be equal. 

Figure 8.6 Sphere with 

R1 and Rz indicated. 
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8.6 REFLECTION MEASUREMENTS 

In this section we report on the reflection properties of nine flat samples of different 
materials which are hopefully high diffuse-reflecting. The materials studied hereare 
used in the integrating enelosmes of chapter 5, they are listed in table 5.1. 
The total reflection is measured with an integrating sphere set-up and the angular 
distribution of the reflected light is measured with a self-designed goniometer. 
Red light ( 632.8nm) is used for both experiments. The two set-ups use a 
photomultiplier-lockin amplifier combination as is described insection 5.1. 

8.6.1 Materials and methods 

Integrating sphere set-up for measuring the reflected light 

In the beginning of this century Ulbricht introduced the integrating sphere as a 
device to measure the total output of electric lamps i.e. a photometer (Ulbricht 1905). 
Nowadays integrating spheres arealso used as a device todetermine the optical 
properties of thin, flat absorbing and scattering samples. Two integrating spheres 
and a light souree are the main elements. The spheres are placed on both sides of the 
sample as shown in figure 8.7. One sphere is placed on the transmission side, the 
other on the reflection side. The light souree irradiates one side of the the sample. 
The integrating spheres at the AMC Laser Center have a high reflectance coating on 
the inside. The reflectance is 97% at 633nm (Baselmans '93, p. 42). Another very 
important characteristic is the Lambertian reflection of the coating. Lambertian 
reflection is described in more detailinsection 3.2. With the two integrating spheres 
the total reflection and transmission of a sample can be measured. Also the non
scatteredor 'undisturbed' light that passes through the sample in the direction of 
incidence is usually measured. Using these values the numerical program: the inverse 
adding doubling methad, can then be used to compute the optical parameters of the 
tissue (Baselmans '93). 

Undisturbed Light 

Sample holder 

Total Reflection Total Transmission 

Figure 8.7 The integrating sphere set-up for measuring optical properties. 
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The light penetrating the system without being scattered was too small (thickest 
sample is 2 mm thick) to be detected accurately. Therefore the inverse adding 
doubling could not be used. 
To measure the total reileetion of a sample only one sphere is actually needed, the 
second sphere will be used though to give an indication of the transmitted light. 
With the use of reflection standards and assuming that the measured detector 
voltage is linear with the reflection coefficient of the sample the measurement is 
performed (see equation 8.17). Such a linearity is also seen for the 'transmission' 
sphere and so the transmitted fraction the incident power can be obtained. 

Baselmans (Baselmans '93, p.27) gives a formula for the detected power in the 
sphere that measures the reflected power: 

Pd = Rcd[1-h/(A-s)]m~(ö/A) 
P 1- ma-m (si A) Rd [ 1- h/(A-s)] 

P d: detected power, P: total power incident on the sample, 

Red: reflection coefficient for collimated to diffuse light, 

(8.16) 

Rd coefficient diffuse reflection, h: area of all holes, A total area of the sphere, 

s: sample area, m: reflection coefficient sphere-wall, a: relative unused area, 

8: detector efficiency. 

The used sphere has m = 0.97, A= 314.102 mm2 , s = 415 mm2 , h = 26.7 mm3· Thus: 

m (s/ A) Rd [ 1- h/(A-s)] = 0.013 Rd 

And for P d is obtained a linear relation to Rd: 

Pd = constantRd [±1%] (8.17) 
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Goniometer set-up, for measuring the angular distribution of the reflected light 

Whether the reflection is Lambertian or not , is investigated with the device depicted 
in figure 8.8. Red laser light ( 632.8nm) is incident perpendicular to the sample. With 
the goniometer the irradiance is measured at angles from 10 to 90 degrees. At 0 
degrees the detector coincides with the laser beam en thus no measurement can be 
done at this angle. 

entrance of 
detection fiber 

optica! rail 

l toPMTand 
lock-in amplifier 

laserbeam 

optica! rail 
holder 

tle~elaser (lOmVV) 

Figure 8.8 With the device on the left the irradiance of light reflected or ernitted by a sample 

can be measured at various angles. 
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8.6.2 RESULTS OF REFLECTION MEASUREMENTS 

Integrating sphere measurement. 

The results of measurements on the reflectivity R of the samples, using the 
integrating sphere set-up, is given in table 8.1. Also the transmission T is given. The 
amout (100-R-T) is actually the amount of light leaking from the system plus the 
absorption of the sample. 

Sample R(%) T(%) 100-R-T 
NQ (%) 

1 21 ± 1 45 34±1 

2 49±2 34 17±2 

3 58±3 29 13±3 

4 62±3 25 13±3 

5 89±4 0 11±4 
5* 86±4 3.6 11 ±4 

6 83±4 8 9±4 
6* 74±3 15 11 ±3 
7 89±4 2 9±4 

Table 8.1 Optical properties R: reflection, T: transmission, both in % of incident power. 

Measured sample contain PMMA, barium sulfate, calcium carbonate and titanium oxide. 

No inaccuracy forT is assumed. 

Angular distribution (Lambertian reflection) 

In figure 8.9 the results of the light irradiance measurement of the angular reflection 
of nine different samples is presented. For Lambertian surfaces the irradiance at a 
fixed distance from the spot of incidence, should vary as a cosines. 

5 

,....,. 4 
Figure 8.9 The reflectedirradiance ::l 

--x--
.; - - -<> -

of nine samples at a fixed distance " > 3 
-~ 

I 
2 

3 

and various angles (in relative units). ~ -4 

" 2 -5 
u 
c -- -0- 5* 
"' :a -6 
-~ -- -!:>- 6* 

---<>--- 7 

0 

I 0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 

The measurement uncertainty is less than 2% of the measured value. The curves in 
figure 8.8 of the various samples are thus significantly different, except for the curves 
belonging to 5,5*,6. 
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At an angle of 30 degrees (figure 8.9) the samplescan be ordered in a sequence from 
best to worst Lambertian reflector as: 

Best Reflector 
-1-

-1-

-i-
j, 

Worst Reflector 

Layer of barium sulfate 
Titanium oxide in PMMA 
Barium sulfate in PMMA 
Calcium carbonate in PMMA 
Barium sulfate in PMMA 
PMMA (not clear) 

(sample 7) 

(sample 5,5*) 
(sample 6,6*) 
(sample 4) 
(sample 2,3) 
(sample 1) 

In the figure 8.10a and 8.10b are shown graphs of each sample separately with 
respecttoa cosine-distribution. The graphs are fitted to the cosine-distribution by 
fitting the irradiance value at 40 degrees to cos 40°. 
All samples except samples 6, 6* and 7, show specular reileetion indicated by a 
relative high irradiance at small angles. Samples 6, 6* and 7 show the best fit to the 
cosine-distribution. 
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Figure 8.10a The angular distribution of the samples 1,2,3 and 4 
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Figure 8.10b The angular distribution of the samples 5,5*,6,6* and 7. 
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8.6.3 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 

When the list of best to worst reflector on page 64 is compared to what is listed in 
table 8.1, complete correspondence is found concerning the order. 

The sample of PMMA mixed with barium sulfate, sample 6, is probably the best 
material to be used as a material for an 'integrating' enclosure. It is highly reflective 
and transmits light much better than competitive reflectors, samples 5, 5* (titanium 
oxide) and 7 (barium sulfate coating). It also shows no specular reflection. 
Titanium oxide is a high-reflective material, but is rejected because of its low 
transmission. An absorption coefficient of 12% is given for titanium oxide by Siegel 
and Howell, it corresponds with the value 100-R-T of table 4.2 (samples 5, 5*) (Siegel 
and Howell'92.) Another negative point is that titanium oxide shows specular 
reflection. 

All samples with a low concentration of scattering material (samples 1 to 4) show 
some specular reflection which is not desired. 

The calcium carbonate, sample 4, is rejected because of a non-even distribution of 
clotted calcium carbonate particles can be seen. 

The values in table 8.1 for the transmitted light must be viewed very critically. 
PMMA for instance, sample 1, is known for its very low absorption but this was not 
measured by us. In this case the PMMA was roughened with sand paper causing 
diffuse reflection and diffuse transmission. Due to this, light was visibly lost to the 
sicles of the sample. Also for the samples 2,3 and 4 this was seen, resulting in a high 
value for 100-R-T, higher than the values for samples with a higher concentration. 

For a layer of barium sulfa te an absorption of 6% is given by Siegel and Howell 
(Siegel and Howell'92). This is not in contradiction with the result measured here 
(sample 7). Egan and Hilgeman mentions a reflection for barium sulfate of 94% at 
600nm, a little higher as was measured here. (Egan and Hilgeman'75) 

Concerning Lambertian reflection, the layer of barium sulfa te shows a difference 
similar to the results of Egan and Hilgeman,less than 10% difference toa Lambertian 
distribution (Egan and Hilgeman'75). 
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8.7 ISOTROPIC LIGHT SOURCE 
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Figure 8.11 Measurement of the isotropicity of a used isotropie light source. 
The measurement was performed at the Daniel Den Hoed Kliniek of Rotterdam, 
our supplier of isotropie light sources. 

The isotropie fiber tip has a diameter of ""1 mm. 
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8.8 MATHEMATICA PROGRAM LISTINGS 

8.8.1 Radiosity program flow chart (iterative method, section 4.1) 

The main routines of the program are: 

1. Divide the geometry in a finite number of surface elements (patches) 
3. Compute the configuration factors for each of the patches 
4. Compute the direct irradiance on the geometry. The reflected direct 

irradiance can be treated asemission in the radiosity-series (4.3). 
4. Keep an amout of energy (absorption or transmission) and redistribute 

the reflected light. These are the termsin the radiosity-series (4.3). 
When the are accumulated the radiosity of the pathches will be obtained. 

5. Repeat procedure 4 until the reflected energy reaches a certain minimum. 
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Compute direct irradiance 
Form radiosity vector b 

Multiply radiosity vector 
with interaction matrix 
Form radiosity vector b' 
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Radiosity Program for a Box (Mathematica 1.0) 

This part computes all the configuration factors for the box. 

Tenninology 

The box has six box-sides, each one is devided in square 

patches. For the patches a configuration factor is computed 

and therefore the patches are subdivided in subpatches. 

Two interactions are important for the box. 

1. From opposite sides, matrix OS. 

2 From connecting sides, matrix CS. 

Procedures, functions and parameters 

edge: length of a box-edge. 

coordl, coord2, coord3, coord4: are the series of coordinates used for 

the position of patches and sub-patches. 

deltal, delta2: half the lengthof a box-side, resp.box-patch. 

x,y,z: denote the position in a xyz-coordinate system. 

Neleml, Nelem3: number of elements on a box-side, resp edge 

Nelem2, Nelem4: number of elements on a subelement, edge of subelement 

OS, CS: thematrices for the interaction of Opposite Sides, Connecting Sides. 

rO, rC: distances used in OS en CS matrix. 

OSsub, CSsub: de matrices van farmfactoren van subvlakjes van AZ en OZ. 

CFconst: constant in configuration factor. 

RR, RL, RL2: matrix rotations: Rota te Right, Rotate Left, Rota te 180°. 

series: a series of sub-configuration factors. 

ent: counter in loops 

oscompr, cscompr: a subset (compressed set) of values of OS and CS 

edge=lO; 

Nelem2 = 7; 

Neleml = Nelem2"2; 

deltal = 5 /Nelem2; 

RR[m_]:= (Map[Reverse,Transpose[m]]); 

RL[m_]:= (Transpose[Map[Reverse,m]]); 

RL2[m_]:= (RL[RL[m]]); 

y[i_)_] :=(coord2[[i]] + coord4[[1]]- deltal); 

z[j_,m_] :=(coord2[[j]] + coord4[[m]]- deltal); 

rC[i_,j_,l_,m_] := ((coordl[[i]]+coord3[[1]] 
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CSsub[i_,j_] :=( t= 

-coord1[[j]]-coord3[[rn]])"2 

+( coord2[[i]]+coord4[[1]]-delta1 )" 2 

+( coord2[[j]]+coord4[[ rn ]]-delta1 )" 2 

); 

Table[(z[i,l] y[j,rn] (1/rC[i,j,l,rn]"2))/ /N, 

{l,Nelern3}, {rn, Nelern3}]; 

t=Flatten[ t ]; 

For[ ent= 1,cnt<=Nelern3" 2,cnt++, 

If[t[[cnt]]>= 0.9 Nelern3 (Nelern1/100), 

t[[cnt]]= 0.200044 (CFconst Nelern3)"-1/ /N]]; 

Apply[Plus,t] 

rO[i_,j_,l_,rn_]:= 

OSsub[i_,j_] :=( 

); 

( ( coord 1 [ [i]] +coord3[[1]] 

-coord1[[j]]-coord3[[rn]])"2 

+( coord2[[i]]+coord4[[1]] 

-coord2[[j]]-coord4[[rn]])"2 

+(edge)"2 

); 

t=Table[ (edge"2/rO[i,j,l,rn]"2), 

{l,Nelern3}, {rn, Nelern3}]; Apply[Plus, Flatten[t]] 

); 

coord1=Table[Mod[n-1,Nelern2] (2 delta1) + delta1, 

{n,Nelern1}]/ /N; 

coord2=Flatten[ RL[ Partition[coord1, Nelern2]] ]/ /N; 

CS[i_,j_]:= ( 

El4rnax=4; 

If[(i>Nelern2 (Nelern2-2) && j>Nelern2 (Nelern2-2)), 

El4rnax=El4rnax+ 1 ]; 

If[(i>Nelern2 (Nelern2-1) && j>Nelern2 (Nelern2-1)), 

El4rnax=El4rnax+1]; 

series={}; 
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For[Nelem4=11 Nelem4<=El4maxl Nelem4++1 

Nelem3 = Nelem4"2; 

delta2 = (delta1)/Nelem4; 

CFconst = (edge"2/Nelem1)/(Pi Nelem3"2)/ /N; 

coord3=Table[Mod[n-1 1Nelem4] (2 delta2) + delta21 

{n1Nelem3}]/ /N; 

coord4=Flatten[ RL[ Partition[coord31 Nelem4] ] ]/ /N; 

AppendTo[reeks I CSsub[i1j] CFconst]; 

f = Fit[series {1 k"-1 k"-2 k"-3 k"-4 k"-5 k"-6} k] · I I I I I I I I I 

Coefficient[ f1k"-1 10] 

); 

OS[i_Jj_]:= ( 

series={}; 

For[Nelem4=11 Nelem4<=41 Nelem4++1 

Nelem3 = Nelem4"2; 

delta2 = (delta1)/Nelem4; 

CFconst = (edge"2/Nelem1)/(Pi Nelem3"2)/ /N; 

coord3=Table[Mod[n-11 Nelem4] (2 delta2) + delta21 

{n1Nelem3}]/ /N; 

coord4=Flatten[ RL[ Partition[coord31 Nelem4]] ]/ /N; 

AppendTo[series 1 0Ssub[i1j] CFconst]; 

f = Fit[series1 {1 1k"-11k"-21k"-3~k"-41k"-5~k"-6)1k]; 

Coefficient[f~k"-1 10] 

); 

oscompr = Table[OS[ilj]l 

{i111Nelem1 1Nelem2}, {j1Nelem1)]; 

cscompr = Table[CS[i1j]1 

{i1 1 1Nelem11Nelem2}~ U~Nelem1}]; 

Save[''CFcompr16''1cscompr1oscompr1Nelem11Nelem2]; 
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Interaction mechanism for the box-enelosure 

This part does the actual iteration. 

Uses files CF (Configuration Factors) and LS (Light source)-file 

CF7 and LSpoint7 

<<LSpoint7; 

<<CF7; 

Normation= 1.000690499313623; 

CS = Normation CS; 

OS = Normation OS; 

Aold, Anew, Bold, Bnew etc.: bradianee values on sub-elements. 

RR[m_] 

RL[m_] 

RL2[m_] 

:= (Map[Reverse,Transpose[m]]); 

:= (Transpose[Map[Reverse,m]]); 

:= (RL[RL[m]]); 

lightTotalList={}; 

SolList={}; 

StartMatrix = Table[2000/(6 Nelem1)/ /N, {i,Nelern2},{j,Nelem2}]; 

NuitMatrix = Table[O/ /N, {i,Nelern2},{j,Nelem2}]; 

For[problem=1, problem <= 3, problem++, 

ReflFAll= 1-0.1 problem; 

Aold = Bold = Cold = Dold = Eold = Fold = ReflF All pointsource; 

Am = Bm = Cm = Dm = Em = Fm = NullMatrix; 

lightTotal= {}; 

light= 

Apply[Plus, Flatten[Aold] ]+Apply[Plus, Flatten[Bold] ]+ 

Apply[Plus, Flatten[Cold] ]+Apply[Plus, Flatten[Dold] ]+ 

Apply[Plus, Flatten[Eold] ]+Apply[Plus, Flatten[Fold] ]; 

lightTotal = Append[lightTotal, light]; 

(**) 
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NOFReflections=lOOO; 

For[counter=l, counter< NOFReflections, counter++, 

Anew = Bnew = Cnew = Dnew = Enew = Fnew = NullMatrix; 

Matp = Bold; 

p = Flatten[Matp ]; 

q =CS. p; 

Matq = Partition[q,Nelem2]; 

Anew = Anew + Matq; 

Matp =Cold; 

p = Flatten[Matp]; 

q =CS.p; 

Matq = Partition[q,Nelem2]; 

Matq = RL[Matq]; 

Anew = Anew + Matq; 

Matp = Dold; 

Matp = RR[Matp]; 

p = Flatten[Matp ]; 

q =CS. p; 

Matq = Partition[q,Nelem2]; 

Matq = RL2[Matq]; 

Anew = Anew + Matq; 

Matp = Eold; 

Matp = RR[Matp ]; 

p = Flatten[Matp]; 

q =CS .p; 

Matq = Partition[q,Nelem2]; 

Matq = RR[Matq]; 

Anew = Anew + Matq; 

Matp = Fold; 

p = Flatten[Matp ]; 

q =OS.p; 

Matq = Partition[q,Nelem2]; 

Anew = Anew + Matq; 

Anew = Transpose[Anew]; 

Matp = Cold; 

Matp = RL[Matp ]; 
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p = Flatten[Matp ]; 

q =es 0 p; 
Matq = Partition[q,Nelem2]; 

Bnew = Bnew + Matq; 

Matp =Aold; 

Matp = RR[Matp ]; 

p = Flatten[Matp ]; 

q =CS op; 

Matq = Partition[q,Nelem2]; 

Matq = RL[Matq]; 

Bnew = Bnew + Matq; 

Matp = Eold; 

Matp = RL2[Matp ]; 

p = Flatten[Matp ]; 

q =CSop; 

Matq = Partition[q,Nelem2]; 

Matq = RL2[Matq]; 

Bnew = Bnew + Matq; 

Matp = Fold; 

p = Flatten[Matp ]; 

q =CSop; 

Matq = Partition[q,Nelem2]; 

Matq = RR[Matq]; 

Bnew = Bnew + Matq; 

Matp = Dold; 

p = Flatten[Matp ]; 

q =0Sop; 

Matq = Partition[q,Nelem2]; 

Bnew = Bnew + Matq; 

Bnew = Transpose[Bnew]; 

Matp = Dold; 

p = Flatten[Matp ]; 

q =CS 0 p; 

Matq = Partition[ q,Nelem2]; 

Cnew = Cnew + Matq; 

Matp = Aold; 

p = Flatten[Matp ]; 

q =CS 0 p; 

Matq = Partition[q,Nelem2]; 
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Matq = RL[Matq]; 

Cnew = Cnew + Matq; 

Matp = Bold; 

Matp = RR[Matp ]; 

p = Flatten[Matp]; 

q =CS. p; 

Matq = Partition[q,Nelem2]; 

Matq = RL2[Matq]; 

Cnew = Cnew + Matq; 

Matp = Fold; 

Matp = RR[Matp ]; 

p = Flatten[Matp ]; 

q =CS. p; 

Matq = Partition[q,Nelem2]; 

Matq = RR[Matq]; 

Cnew = Cnew + Matq; 

Matp = Eold; 

p = Flatten[Matp ]; 

q =OS.p; 

Matq = Partition[q,Nelem2]; 

Cnew = Cnew + Matq; 

Cnew = Transpose[Cnew]; 

Matp = Eold; 

p = Flatten[Matp ]; 

q =CS.p; 

Matq = Partition[q,Nelem2]; 

Matq = RR[Matq]; 

Dnew = Dnew + Matq; 

Matp = Aold; 

Matp = RL[Matp ]; 

p = Flatten[Matp ]; 

q =CS.p; 

Matq = Partition[q,Nelem2]; 

Dnew = Dnew + Matq; 

Matp = Cold; 

Matp = RR[Matp ]; 

p = Flatten[Matp ]; 

q =CS. p; 

Matq = Partition[q,Nelem2]; 
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Matq = RL[Matq]; 

Dnew = Dnew + Matq; 

Matp = Fold; 

Matp = RL2[Matp ]; 

p = Flatten[Matp ]; 

q =CS. p; 

Matq = Partition[q,Nelern2]; 

Matq = RL2[Matq]; 

Dnew = Dnew + Matq; 

Matp = Bold; 

p = Flatten[Matp]; 

q =OS. p; 

Matq = Partition[q,Nelern2]; 

Dnew = Dnew + Matq; 

Dnew = Transpose[Dnew]; 

Matp = Fold; 

Matp = RL[Matp ]; 

p = Flatten[Matp ]; 

q =CS.p; 

Matq = Partition[q,Nelern2]; 

Matq = RL2[Matq]; 

Enew = Enew + Matq; 

Matp = Bold; 

Matp = RL[Matp]; 

p = Flatten[Matp ]; 

q =CS. p; 

Matq = Partition[q,Nelern2]; 

Matq = RR[Matq]; 

Enew = Enew + Matq; 

Matp = Aold; 

Matp = RL2[Matp ]; 

p = Flatten[Matp ]; 

q =CS. p; 

Matq = Partition[q,Nelern2]; 

Enew = Enew + Matq; 

Matp = Dold; 

Matp = RL2[Matp ]; 

p = Flatten[Matp ]; 

q =CS. p; 
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Matq = Partition[q,Nelem2]; 

Matq = RL[Matq]; 

Enew = Enew + Matq; 

Matp =Cold; 

p = Flatten[Matp]; 

q =OS. p; 

Matq = Partition[q,Nelem2]; 

Enew = Enew + Matq; 

Enew = Transpose[Enew]; 

Matp = Bold; 

Matp = RL2[Matp ]; 

p = Flatten[Matp ]; 

q =CS. p; 

Matq = Partition[q,Nelem2]; 

Matq = RL[Matq]; 

Fnew = Fnew + Matq; 

Matp = Eold; 

Matp = RL[Matp ]; 

p = Flatten[Matp]; 

q =CS. p; 

Matq = Partition[q,Nelem2]; 

Matq = RL2[Matq]; 

Fnew = Fnew + Matq; 

Matp = Dold; 

Matp = RL[Matp ]; 

p = Flatten[Matp ]; 

q =CS. p; 

Matq = Partition[q,Nelem2]; 

Matq = RR[Matq]; 

Fnew = Fnew + Matq; 

Matp = Cold; 

Matp = RL2[Matp ]; 

p = Flatten[Matp ]; 

q =CS. p; 

Matq = Partition[q,Nelem2]; 

Fnew = Fnew + Matq; 

Matp = Aold; 

p = Flatten[Matp ]; 

q =os. p; 
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Matq = Partition[q,Nelem2]; 

Fnew = Fnew + Matq; 

Fnew = Transpose[Fnew ]; 

SolList = Append[SolList, Aold]; 

Am= Am+ReflFAll Aold; 

Bm= Bm+ReflFAll Bold; 

Cm= Cm+ReflFAll Cold; 

Dm= Dm+ReflFAll Dold; 

Em= Em+ReflFAll Eold; 

Fm= Fm+ReflFAll Fold; 

Aold= ReflFAll Anew; 

Bold= ReflFAll Bnew; 

Cold= ReflFAll Cnew; 

Dold= ReflFAll Dnew; 

Eold= ReflFAll Enew; 

Fold= ReflFAll Fnew; 

light= 

Apply[Plus, Flatten[Aold]]+Apply[Plus, Flatten[Bold] ]+ 

Apply[Plus, Flatten[Cold]]+Apply[Plus, Flatten[Dold]]+ 

Apply[Plus, Flatten[Eold] ]+Apply[Plus, Flatten[Fold] ]; 

lightTotal = Append[lightTotal, light]; 

lf[(light<=lightTotal[[l]] 0.0001) && counter>3, 

counter = NOFReflections ]; 

t 

lightTotalList[[problem]]=lightTotal; 

SolList[[problem]]={Am,Bm,Fm}; 

]; 

Save["7may.box.cent.it.3", SolList, lightTotalList]; 
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